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In this edition: developing strategy in highly uncertain environments with scenarios, resilience, AI 
and dynamic capabilities; how Jeff Bezos rebuilt Amazon, and how the certainly-not-failing New 
York Times reset its strategy 
 
Learning from the Future 
J. Peter Scoblic. Harvard Business Review 
Management research shows that the temptation to over-focus on the short term in times of 
uncertainty leads to reduced earnings and increased unemployment. During COVID, the tyranny of 
the present is supreme. To maintain a view of the long term, the author recommends developing 
your organisation’s strategic foresight, particularly through the use of scenario planning. Pioneered 
at RAND and then developed by Shell, scenario planning has spread widely throughout the 
corporate world – where, the author says, it is mostly done wrong. Done properly, people carrying 
out scenario planning switch their focus back and forward in time. They take trends in the present 
(distinguishing those over which the company has no control from those it can influence), then 
project them many years into the future, vividly describing distinct but plausible worlds created by 
those trends. Then they work backward to develop stories about how those worlds had come to 
pass, again distinguishing between factors that can and cannot be influenced. Then, strategists 
focus on the future again to develop robust strategies for management, mitigation and competitive 
advantage, asking their teams, “What should we be doing now that would enable us to operate 
better in that particular future?” In this way, the author says, strategists learn to draw not only 
from a library of past experiences, but also from imagined futures – and thinking about the 
future becomes “an essential component of taking action in the present”. Finally, of course, the 
lessons from scenario planning need to be implemented – a vital point, but one where companies 
often fall down – and the scenario planning tool itself needs to be integrated into the overall 
strategic planning cycle. More. (Two classic HBR articles from 1985 on how Shell used early scenario 
planning techniques to overcome the oil shocks of the 1970s are here and here.) 
 
Becoming an All-Weather Company 
Martin Reeves, Saumeet Nanda, Kevin Whitaker, and Edzard Wesselink. BCG 
Companies that prioritised short-term efficiency over resilience – using cash buffers to buy back 
shares and removing operational slack, for example – have been hit hard during the pandemic. In 
this thoughtful piece, the authors argue that the key to surviving a downturn well is resilience – a 
factor that their survey of almost 1,800 companies over 25 years shows accounts for nearly 30% of 
long-term outperformance in unfavourable periods. They define resilience as “a company’s capacity 
to absorb stress, recover critical functionality, and thrive in altered circumstances”, and say that, 
when setbacks like COVID hit, resilient companies are at an advantage in three ways: the 
immediate impact of an external shock can be less (the most important way resilience helps), they 
can recover faster, and their recovery trajectory can take them further than their non-resilient 
peers. Indeed, the deeper the crisis, the greater the advantage resilience confers. Resilient 
companies create four types of advantage for themselves: (1) anticipation advantage (recognising 
threats early and preparing for them in advance, which cushions the immediate impact and 
improves recovery speed), (2) cushioning advantage (withstanding the shock and mitigating its 
impact), (3) adaptation advantage (quickly identifying what needs to be done to restore operations 
rapidly, which improves recovery speed and trajectory), and (4) shaping advantage (the ability to 
influence the dynamics of the industry in the post-shock environment, which can steepen the 
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trajectory of recovery further). The authors identify several principles for developing resilience: 
prudence (working on the precautionary principle that if something can plausibly happen, it 
eventually will), preparing for long-term shifts (think of Zoom, which long foresaw video-first 
communication), building contingency plans for disruptions (with wargaming and simulations), 
building an early warning system and continuously scanning for emerging risks (both among 
competitors and in other regions), creating redundancy (both operationally, with stocks, capacity 
and skilled workers, and financially, with a low debt to enterprise value ratio and a high cash to 
operating costs ratio), building buffers (operationally and financially), incorporating diversity (of 
revenue sources and operations, which increases the options a company has for responding to a 
crisis), operational and financial modularity (to guard against cascading effects from a small 
disruption) and embeddedness (aligning the company’s goals and activities with those of the 
broader economic or social systems it is a part of). More 
 
The Rise of the AI-Powered Company in the Postcrisis World 
François Candelon, Tom Reichert, Sylvain Duranton, Rodolphe Charme di Carlo, Midas De Bondt.  
These BCG authors predict that COVID will accelerate several pre-existing major trends: companies 
will build more redundancy into their value chains, rather than heavily concentrating sourcing and 
production in a few low-cost locations; goods and services will increasingly be bought online, and 
increasing numbers of people will work remotely. AI, they say, will be key if companies are to 
thrive. It will enable greater scale and scope, so that companies can build redundancy without 
facing increased cost. It will accelerate decision-making and update real-time forecasting during 
uncertainty. It will improve cost efficiency and resource reallocation during disruptions to 
operations and supply chains. It will facilitate rapid responses to new consumer behaviour, and will 
detect new consumer patterns quickly and enable hyperpersonalisation beyond what is possible 
today (Starbucks’ Deep Brew platform, for example, offers hyperpersonalised service by basing its 
coffee suggestions on the weather, the time of day, and a customer’s previous purchases and taste 
profile). To build an AI-enabled company that will thrive in the post-pandemic world, the authors 
offer five precepts: (1) Bring leadership onboard (as a test, ask the CEO or board members whether 
they can name two processes where AI could make a difference of at least $100 m, and whether 
the company has made progress in those two areas. If you don’t get a satisfactory answer, your 
company’s leadership isn’t yet on board with AI). (2) Reimagine the organisation with AI at its core, 
(3) become a human-powered AI company (avoid a zero-human mindset, instead ensuring that 
there is no area in which AI operates unchecked). (4) Contain or discard legacy processes, and (5) 
Prepare people now for the change, making sure staff understand what AI can and cannot do so 
they’re able to work with the new technology, and giving them on-the-job learning opportunities to 
master new skills. More 
 
Plotting Strategy in a Dynamic World 
David J. Teece, Paul G. Raspin, and David R. Cox. MIT Sloan Management Review 
Using the principle of dynamic capabilities (which holds that companies need to continually adapt 
their resources to respond to rapidly changing and unpredictable environments), these authors 
present a framework for strategic decision-making that, in the current complex and shifting 
environment, goes beyond traditional forecasting and risk assessment. It requires four sets of 
systems: first, obtain a time advantage by actively sensing, from as many sources as possible, new 
internal or external insights from which opportunities and threats can be elicited as quickly as 
possible. Big data and machine learning techniques can be used to refine these insights to identify 
patterns. Secondly, organise for value by reallocating resources, improving processes and filling 
capability gaps to respond to those opportunities and threats – not forgetting the cohesive role 
culture plays when a company is reorganised. Thirdly, capture value by aligning tangible and 
intangible assets, revisiting the go-to-market model and relationships with other players in various 
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ecosystems to capture value. This stage requires the strategist to determine which activities can 
safely be outsourced and which ones must be retained in-house because they are critical to a 
company’s product road map or value delivery system (or both) 
Finally, plan for renewal: over time, create a feedback loop to monitor results and ensure that the 
organisational capabilities needed to create and capture value are in place and improved. More 
 
How Amazon Rebuilt Itself Around Artificial Intelligence 
Steven Levy. Wired 
For the last two or three years, the management literature has been studded with articles urging 
strategists and CEOs to embrace AI. Here, Steven Levy deconstructs how Amazon actually did it. It 
began with CEO Jeff Bezos asking executives to present ideas for how they’d incorporate AI into the 
business – much like Bill Gates’ famous call in his 1995 “Internet Tidal Wave” memo to Microsoft’s 
senior staff. After this, the pursuit of deep learning began to infiltrate groups across Amazon, from 
recommendations engines to warehouse robotics to Amazon Web Services (AWS). The company 
systematically acquired startups with relevant expertise. Amazon automatically imposed stretch 
goals on its AI teams: the company’s memo protocol, which requires proponents to write a press-
release for their imagined final product whether or not all the capabilities yet exist, forced teams to 
think beyond what was possible – and then to work out how to achieve it. Once the speech 
recognition capacity underpinning Amazon’s Alexa and Echo became viable, a second wave of AI 
innovation spread out across the Amazon businesses as speech recognition was brought to 
products as diverse as Fire TV and AWS, where Amazon developed an easy-to-use machine learning 
platform, SageMaker, for customers. As Amazon’s overall level of expertise in AI increased, it 
became more and more attractive for top AI scientists, which became a self-reinforcing snowball 
effect. Recognising the role of culture and learning in talent attraction and retention, Amazon 
became less secretive, and loosened its restrictions on scientists’ ability to publish. It now uses 
formal mechanisms to disseminate machine learning within Amazon, running internal courses on 
machine-learning tactics and holding an annual internal machine-learning conference at its 
headquarters every year, which thousands attend. More 
 
Building a Digital New York Times: CEO Mark Thompson  
McKinsey Quarterly 
When retiring New York Times CEO Mark Thompson took the helm in 2012, NYT print subscriptions 
were stagnant, print advertising was in decline, digital advertising was starting to decline and digital 
readership was plateauing. Thompson introduced a strategy that turned the New York Times 
around: under his leadership, digital subscriptions have increased more than sevenfold, to 5.7 
million, new commercial products (like NYT Cooking and Wirecutter) have been launched, and the 
paper is flourishing. How did Thompson accomplish this strategic reset? Partly through intensive 
brainstorming with the top team: “we’d meet Friday at noon, leave at 6:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m.—so 
six or seven hours of debate, every Friday, from early April to November.” The result was a shared 
vision that included doubling digital revenue in five years and becoming a subscription-first 
company (rather than an advertising-first company). Digital was at the heart of this vision: when 
Thompson took over, the company derived its website from its print newspaper; his vision, 
however, was “to make a great smartphone news product out of which we can get a website. And 
then we can curate a great physical paper out of our website.” As Thompson hands over to his 
successor, chief operating officer Meredith Kopit Levien, he sees the next opportunity as becoming 
one of a handful of trusted sources of news for the global university-educated English-speaking 
population. More 
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